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Assessment
The new approach

Why have levels been removed?
• Levels were removed for two reasons:
1. The government felt that the curriculum
needed making more ‘challenging’ and
therefore this meant the old system needed
changing.
2. The government wanted teachers to assess in
a more formative manner rather than a ‘best
fit’.
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Types of assessment
• Summative (tests and end of key stage)
• Formative (assessment that helps
teachers/educators plan next steps)
• Diagnostic (testing that helps us find out how
a child ‘does’ something and then helps us, to
help the child)

Examples
• SATS
• Assessment for learning (asking questions and
marking children’s books)
• Running record, or analysing how a child spells
and working out what strategy they are using.
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What are we meant to report to you?
• Just whether a child is ARE (age related) or
whether they are above or below. Phrasing is
being adjusted all the time, but at the
moment the key word is ‘broadly within ARE’.
• What a child needs to do next and what
targets they have.

Do you use anything else in the
background
• Yes we do!
• Herts have developed a new assessment
system using statements from the new
National Curriculum.
• Each expectation has a letter and number
(instead of the old level)
• Generally A4=2B/2A C4=4B
• These are slightly higher than they used to be
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Expectations
for a Year 4
class
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What should you all know?
• What are your child’s next steps
• Whether they are ARE, below or above
• How you can help support your child at home
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How do the children know how they’re
doing?
•
•
•
•
•

Marking
Talking to their teacher
Targets
Talking to their peers
Self review

What happens each day?
• In each session your child’s teacher does AFL
(assessment for learning)
• This involves asking questions, self
assessment, talk partners, mini reviews
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